Book Application Paper Evaluation

Name___________________________

Key:

+ = Excellent
✓ = Satisfactory
- = Needs Improvement
0 = Failed to Complete

Writing:            ____/20
___ Paper was edited for spelling, grammar, punctuation, and capitalization
___ Paper was easily understood, and made sense - clarity
___ Paper used paragraphs, and complete sentences – one topic per paragraph
___ Paper was between 750 and 1250 words (3-5 pages), word count noted

Content:             ____/20
___ Paper focused on personal application rather than just a book report
___ Key ideas of the book were noted as it relates to your life
___ Coverage of these items was sufficient

These items were:
1. ________________________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________________________
4. ________________________________________________________________________
5. ________________________________________________________________________
6. ________________________________________________________________________

___ Overall quality of the paper            ____/10